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Abstract

In this position paper we briefly present a se-
mantic framework for investigating the prob-
lem of combining ontology and rule languages.
We also show how rules are strictly related
to queries. We claim that any choice of rule
language for the semantic web should clearly
define its semantics.

1 Introduction

The need for integrating rules within the Semantic
Web framework was clear since the early develop-
ments. However, up to the last few years, the research
community focused its efforts on the design of the so
called Ontology Layer. Nowadays, this layer is fairly
mature in the form of Description Logics based lan-
guages such as OWL-Lite and OWL-DL, which are
now among W3C recommendations.

One of the key features of SW ontology languages
development is the attention to the computational
properties of the main reasoning tasks. In particu-
lar, decidability is seen as one of the characteristics
which should be preserved by these languages. This
constraint led to the restriction of the expressivity of
ontology language which can be heavy for certain ap-
plications (e.g. Web Services, or integration of infor-
mation systems). The problem increasing the expres-
sivity of SW ontology languages over the established
Ontology Layer, together with the need of providing
powerful query languages, directed the research to-
wards the investigation of the possibility of combining
OWL languages with Rules based languages.

In recent years, more research has been devoted to-
wards the integration of different sorts of rule based
languages on top of the ontology layer provided by the
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OWL languages and in more general terms on top of a
generic DL, and this work already produced some pro-
posals for extending OWL languages. However, these
proposals comes from different research communities,
and often are difficult to compare because of the di-
verse underlying semantic assumptions.

In our works we have provided an unifying frame-
work in which the existing (and future) proposals
about rule extended ontology languages can be com-
pared. Moreover, we present a thorough analysis of
the main contributions, with a particular attention to
their expressive power and restrictions to guarantee
the decidability of key inference problems. By using
our framework, we show that – under the appropriate
restrictions – there are strong correspondences among
the proposals. This enable us to isolate interesting
fragments of the proposed languages in which we can
compare the reasoning abilities.

We reckon that, since the early 90s, the Description
Logics community produced several important results
w.r.t. the problem of integrating DL languages and
rules. For this reason we do not restrict our analysis
to proposals in the context of Semantic Web. On the
contrary, we show that a careful analysis of this body
of work provides a valuable reference to explore the
borders of expressivity and tractability of the combi-
nation of the two kinds of language.

In our work we identify three different approaches:
the axiom-based approach, the logic programming ap-
proach, and the autoepistemic approach. We pro-
vide an exact characterisation of the three approaches,
together with a correspondence among relevant frag-
ments in the three cases. It is important to note that
the three different semantics of rule languages lead
to different behaviours of the inference in presence of
ontologies. The details and all the references can be
found in [Franconi and Tessaris, 2004].

Moreover, we turn our attention at the problem of
querying knowledge represented by means of an on-
tology web language. We show that there is a strong
connection between rules and queries, and that our



framework is able to capture this fundamental aspect
of reasoning in the Semantic Web. At the end of this
position paper, we also recall our work to interoper-
ate description logic based ontology languages with
RDF [Franconi et al., 2004].

Our work on a common framework is directed to
provide the Semantic Web community a foundational
tool which can be the basis for the discussion towards
a common rule language for the Semantic Web with
an agreed upon semantics.

2 Rule-extended Knowledge Bases

Let us consider a first-order function-free language
with signature A, and a description logic (DL) knowl-
edge base Σ with signature subset of A.

In this paper we do not introduce any particular
DL formalism. In our context, DL individuals corre-
spond to constant symbols, DL atomic concepts and
roles (and features) are unary and binary predicates
in the case of a classical DL or a OWL language, and
DL atomic n-ary relations correspond to predicates
of arity n in the case of a DLR-like DL. Note that
description logics with concrete data-types (such as
OWL-Lite) are allowed as well.

A term is any constant in A or a variable symbol.
If R is a predicate symbol of arity n and t1, . . . , tn
are terms, R(t1, . . . , tn) is an atom, and an atom
R(t1, . . . , tn) or a negated atom ¬R(t1, . . . , tn) are lit-
erals. A ground literal is a literal involving only con-
stant terms. A set of ground literals is consistent if it
does not contain an atom and its negation. If l is a
literal, l or not l are NAF-literals (negation as failure
literals). DL atoms, DL literals, and DL NAF-literals
are atoms, literals, and NAF-literals whose predicates
belong to the DL signature. A rule r may be of the
forms:

h1 ∧ . . . ∧ h` ← b1 ∧ . . . ∧ bm (classical rule)

h1 : – b1 ∧ . . . ∧ bm ∧ (lp-rule)

not bm+1 ∧ . . . ∧ not bn

h1 ∧ . . . ∧ h` ⇐ b1 ∧ . . . ∧ bm (autoepistemic rule)

where h1, . . . , h`, b1, . . . , bn are literals. Given a rule
r, we denote by H(r) the set {h1, . . . , h`} of head lit-
erals, by B(r) the set of body literals {b1, . . . , bn}, by
B+(r) the set of NAF-free body literals {b1, . . . , bm},
and by B−(r) the set of NAF-negated body literals
{bm+1, . . . , bn}. We denote by vars({l1, . . . , ln}) the
set of variables appearing in the literals {l1, . . . , ln}.
The distinguished variables of a rule r are the vari-
ables that appears both in the head and in the body
of the rule, i.e., D(r) = vars(H(r)) ∩ vars(B(r)). A
ground rule is a rule involving only ground literals. A
rule is safe if all the variables in the head of the rule
are distinguished. A DL rule is a rule with only DL lit-
erals. A set of literals is tree-shaped if its co-reference
graph is acyclic; a co-reference graph includes liter-
als and variables as nodes, and labelled edges indicate

the positional presence of a variable in a literal. An
atomic rule is a rule having a single literal in the head.
A set of rules is acyclic if they are atomic and no head
literal transitively depends on itself; a head literal h

directly depends on a literal l if there is an atomic rule
r with head h and with l part of the body B(r). A
set of rules is a view set of rules if each rule is atomic
and no head literal belongs to the DL signature. A
rule-extended knowledge base 〈Σ,R〉 consists of a DL
knowledge base Σ and a finite set R of rules.

3 The axiom-based approach

Let us consider a rule-extended knowledge base 〈Σ,R〉
restricted to only classical rules.

Let IΣ be a model of the description logics knowl-
edge base Σ, i.e. IΣ |= Σ. I is a model of 〈Σ,R〉,
written I |= 〈Σ,R〉, if and only if I extends IΣ with
the interpretation of the non-DL predicates, and for
each rule r ∈ R then

I |= ∀x,y.∃z.
(

∧

B(r)→
∧

H(r)
)

where x are the distinguished variables of the rule
D(r), y are the non distinguished variables of the body
(vars(B(r)) \ D(r)), and z are the non distinguished
variables of the head (vars(H(r)) \D(r)).

Let us define now the notion of logical implica-
tion of a ground literal l given a rule extended knowl-
edge base: 〈Σ,R〉 |= l if and only if I |= l whenever
I |= 〈Σ,R〉. Note that the problems of DL concept
subsumption and DL instance checking, and the prob-
lem of predicate inclusion (also called query contain-
ment) are all reducible to the problem of logical im-
plication of a ground literal. Logical implication in
this framework is undecidable. Logical implication in
an axiom-based rule extended knowledge base remains
undecidable even in the case of atomic negation-free
safe DL rules with a DL having just the universal role
constructor ∀R. C. Note that logical implication in an
axiom-based rule extended knowledge base even with
an empty TBox in Σ is undecidable.

The SWRL proposal [Horrocks and Patel-
Schneider, 2004] can be considered as a special
case of the axiom-based approach presented above.
SWRL uses OWL-DL or OWL-Lite as the underlying
description logics knowledge base language (which
admits data types), but it restricts the rule language
to safe rules and without negated atomic roles. From
the point of view of the syntax, SWRL rules are an
extension of the abstract syntax for OWL DL and
OWL Lite; SWRL rules are given an XML syntax
based on the OWL XML presentation syntax; and a
mapping from SWRL rules to RDF graphs is given
based on the OWL RDF/XML exchange syntax.
Logical implication in SWRL is still undecidable.

In order to recover decidability of the axiom-based
approach, we should reduce the expressivity of the



rules or of the description logic language; for the list of
all the decidable sub-cases, see [Franconi and Tessaris,
2004].

4 The DL-Log approach

Let us consider a rule-extended knowledge base 〈Σ,R〉
where R is restricted to be a view set of lp-rules P
(called program).

The non-DL Herbrand base of the program P, de-
noted by HBP− , is the set of all ground literals ob-
tained by considering all the non-DL predicates in P
and all the constant symbols from A. An interpreta-
tion I wrt P is a consistent subset of HBP− . We say
I is a model of a ground literal l wrt the knowledge
base Σ, denoted I |=Σ l, if and only if

• l ∈ I, when l ∈ HBP−

• Σ |= l, when l is a DL literal

We say that I is a model of a ground rule r, written
I |=Σ r, if and only if I |=Σ H(r) whenever I |=Σ b

for all b ∈ B+(r), and I 6|=Σ b for all b ∈ B−(r). We
denote with ground(P) the set of rules corresponding
to the grounding of P with the constant symbols from
A. We say that I is a model of a rule-extended knowl-
edge base 〈Σ,P〉 if and only if I |=Σ r for all rules
r ∈ ground(P); this is written as I |= 〈Σ,P〉.

Let us define now the notion of logical implication
of a ground literal l given a rule extended knowledge
base: 〈Σ,P〉 |= l if and only if I |=Σ l whenever I |=
〈Σ,P〉. In the case of a NAF-free program, as well in
the case of a program with stratified NAF negation,
it is possible to adapt the standard results of datalog,
which say that in these cases the logical implication
can be reduced to model checking in the (canonical)
minimal model. So, if IPm is the minimal model of a
NAF-free or stratified program P, then 〈Σ,P〉 |= l if
and only if IPm |=Σ l.

Reasoning in the DL-Log approach is decidable, and
the precise complexity bounds have been devised for
OWL-Lite and OWL-DL, see [Franconi and Tessaris,
2004].

In [Grosof et al., 2003] the DLP approach is intro-
duced. In this work it is shown how to encode the
reasoning problem of a DL into a pure logic program-
ming setting, i.e., into a rule extended knowledge base
with a Σ without TBox. In the case of DLP, this is ac-
complished by encoding a severely restricted DL into
a NAF-free negation-free DL program.

5 The autoepistemic approach

Let us consider a rule-extended knowledge base re-
stricted to autoepistemic rules.

Let IΣ be a model, over the non empty domain ∆, of
the description logics knowledge base Σ, i.e. IΣ |= Σ.
Let’s define a variable assignment α in the usual way

as a function from variable symbols to elements of ∆.
A model of 〈Σ,R〉 is a non empty set M of interpreta-
tions I, each one extending a DL model IΣ with some
interpretation of the non-DL predicates, such that for
each rule r and for each assignment α for the distin-
guished variables of r the following holds:

(∀I ∈M. I, α |= ∃x.
∧

B(r))→
(∀I ∈M. I, α |= ∃y.

∧

H(r))

where x are the non distinguished variables of the body
(vars(B(r)) \ D(r)), and y are the non distinguished
variables of the head (vars(H(r)) \D(r)).

Let us define now the notion of logical implication
of a ground literal l given a rule extended knowledge
base: 〈Σ,R〉 |= l if and only if

∀M. (M |= 〈Σ,R〉)→ ∀I ∈M. (I |= l)

Logical implication in the autoepistemic approach
is decidable in some restricted case; see [Franconi and
Tessaris, 2004].

6 Queries

We now introduce the notion of a query to a rule ex-
tended knowledge base, that includes a DL knowledge
base, a set of rules, and some facts.

Definition 1 A query to a rule extended knowledge
base is a (possibly ground) literal qx with variables x

(possibly empty). The answer set of qx is the set of all
substitutions of x with constants c from A, such that
the for each substitution the grounded query is logically
implied by the rule extended knowledge base, i.e.,

{c in A | 〈Σ, P 〉 |= q[x/c]}.

This definition of query is based on the notion of
certain answer in the literature and it is very general.
Given a Σ, we define query rule over Σ as a set of view
rules together with a query literal selected from some
head. In this way we capture the notion of a complex
query expressed by means of a set of rules on top of
an ontology.

The definition of query given above encompasses
the different proposals of querying a DL knowledge
base appeared in the literature. An important special
case of query rule is with view acyclic DL axiom-based
rules, which is better known as conjunctive query if
each head literal appears only in one head, or positive
query otherwise.

Recently, the Joint US/EU ad hoc Agent Markup
Language Committee has proposed an OWL query
language called OWL-QL [Fikes et al., 2003], as a
candidate standard language, which is a direct suc-
cessor of the DAML Query Language (DQL). The
query language is not fully formally specified, how-
ever it can be easily understood as allowing for con-
junctive queries with distinguished variables (called



must-bind variables) and non distinguished variables
(called don’t-bind variables). In addition, may-bind
variables apparently provide the notion of a possible
answer as opposed to the certain answer which has
been adopted in this paper. Query premises of OWL-
QL allow to perform a simple form of local condi-
tional query; this could be encoded as assertions in
DL queries; see [Franconi and Tessaris, 2004].

7 Comparing the three approaches

We first show in this section the conditions under
which the three approaches coincide. This corre-
sponds essentially to the case of negation-free view
rule-extended knowledge bases with empty TBoxes.
Note that this is the case of pure Datalog without a
background knowledge base, for which it is well known
that the three different semantics give rise to the same
answer set.

Theorem. If we restrict a rule extended knowledge
base with classical rules to view negation-free DL rules
with TBox-free Σ, a rule extended knowledge base with
lp-rules to NAF-free negation-free DL programs with
TBox-free Σ, and a rule extended knowledge base with
autoepistemic rules to view negation-free DL rules with
TBox-free Σ, the semantics of the rule extended knowl-
edge base with classical rules, with lp-rules, and with
with autoepistemic rules coincide, i.e., the logical im-
plication problem is equivalent in the three approaches.

7.1 Examples

The above theorem is quite strict and it fails as soon
as we release some assumption. We will show now by
examples the differences between the three approaches.
Consider the following knowledge base Σ, common to
all the examples:

is-parent
.
= ∃is-parent-of

my-thing
.
= is-parent t ¬is-father

is-parent-of(john, mary)
is-parent(mary)

where we define, using standard DL notation, a TBox
with the is-parent concept as anybody who is par-
ent of at least some other person, and the concept
my-thing as the union of is-parent and the nega-
tion of is-father (this should become equivalent to
the top concept as soon as is-father becomes a sub-
concept of is-parent); and an ABox where we declare
that John is a parent of Mary, and that Mary is parent
of somebody.
Consider the following query rules, showing the ef-
fect of existentially quantified individuals coming from
some TBox definition:

Qax(x) ← is-parent-of(x,y)
Qlp(x) : – is-parent-of(x,y)
Qae(x) ⇐ is-parent-of(x,y)

The query Qax(x) returns {john, mary}; the query
Qlp(x) returns {john}; the query Qae(x) returns
{john, mary}.
Consider now the query rules, which shows the impact
of negation in the rules:

Qax(x,y) ← ¬is-parent-of(x,y)
Qlp(x,y) : – ¬is-parent-of(x,y)
Qae(x,y) ⇐ ¬is-parent-of(x,y)

The query Qax(mary, john) returns false; the query
Qlp(mary, john) returns true; the query Qae(mary,
john) returns false.
Consider now the following alternative sets of rules,
which show that autoepistemic rules, unlike the axiom-
based ones, do not influence TBox reasoning:

is-parent(x) ← is-father(x)
Qax(x) ← my-thing(x)

is-parent(x) ⇐ is-father(x)
Qae(x) ⇐ my-thing(x)

In the first axiom-based case, the query Qax(paul) re-
turns true; in the second autoepistemic case the query
Qae(paul) returns false (we assume that paul is an
individual in Σ).

8 DL-based KBs and RDF

In [Franconi et al., 2004] we recast the RDF model
theory in a more classical logic framework, and use
this characterisation to shed new light on the ontology
languages layering in the semantic web. The ultimate
purpose of this characterisation is to enable the in-
tegration of different rule and query semantics as pre-
sented in the previous sections with an RDF document
base, in an attempt to solve the problem of interoper-
ability between description logics based ontology lan-
guages (such as OWL-DL), rules/queries, and RDF.
We have shown how the models of RDF can be re-
lated to the models of DL based ontology languages:
this characterisation is fully compatible with the cur-
rent semantics specification of both RDF (as defined
in the RDF Model Theory (MT) in [Hayes, 2004]) and
OWL-DL.

We first introduce the notion of minimal models
for RDF graphs, and we use this notion to charac-
terise RDF entailment: in fact, we prove that RDF
entailment (as defined in the RDF MT) is equivalent
to minimal models entailment. RDF minimal mod-
els can be associated to classical first order structures,
that we call natural DL interpretations: these struc-
tures provide the semantic bridge between RDF and
description logics based languages. The intuition be-
yond a natural DL interpretation is that it singles out
the concepts and the individuals from an RDF min-
imal model – possibly in a polymorphic way, when
the same URI is given both the meaning as a class
and as an individual. For example, given the triple



〈ex:o, rdf:type, ex:o〉, its natural DL interpretation
is such that the URI ex:o is interpreted as both a con-
cept and an individual, and the individual ex:o is in
the extension of the concept ex:o.

Once we have characterised RDF graphs in terms of
their minimal models, it is possible to understand the
notion of hybrid reasoning (e.g., logical implication or
querying) with RDF graphs and DL knowledge bases.
In particular, the answer of a query to an RDF graph
given a DL-based ontology is defined as the standard
DL-based ontology entailment restricted to the natural
DL interpretations of the RDF graph. In [Franconi et
al., 2004] we prove an important reduction theorem:
given an RDF graph S and a query Q, the answer
set of Q to S as defined by RDF MT is the same as
the intersection of the answers of Q to the (obvious)
transformation of the natural DL interpretation of S
into an ABox with the empty ontology. This shows a
complete interoperability between RDF and DLs. For
example, in absence of ontologies, it would be possible
to use OWL-QL to answer queries to RDF graphs, or
to use SPARQL to answer queries to ABoxes.

By exploiting the same technique the framework
can be extended in order to accommodate the so called
rule-extended knowledge bases discussed in the previ-
ous sections. Also in this case, the bridge is provided
by the first order characterisation of RDF models.
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